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ABSTRACT
A quality improvement (QI) scheme was launched in 2017, covering a large group of 25 general practices working with a deprived registered population. The aim was to improve the measurable quality of care in a population where type2 diabetes (T2D) care had previously proved challenging. A complex set of QI interventions were co-designed by a team of primary care clinicians and educationalists and managers. These interventions included organisation-wide goal setting, using a data-driven approach, ensuring staff engagement, implementing an educational programme for pharmacists, facilitating web-based QI learning at-scale and using methods which ensured sustainability. This programme was used to optimise the management of T2D through improving the eight care processes and three treatment targets which form part of the annual national diabetes audit for patients with T2D. With the implemented improvement interventions, there was significant improvement in all care processes and all treatment targets for patients with diabetes. Achievement of all the eight care processes improved by 46.0% (p<0.001) while achievement of all three treatment targets improved by 13.5% (p<0.001). The QI programme provides an example of a data-driven large-scale multicomponent intervention delivered in primary care in ethnically diverse and socially deprived areas.

PROBLEM
In the UK diabetes affects 9% of the adult population, with approximately 90% of cases classified as type 2 diabetes (T2D). Diabetes accounts for 10% of the total National Health Service (NHS) budget costing the NHS £10 billion a year, with 80% of this attributable to the treatment of complications. Poorly managed T2D is associated with higher levels of complications and morbidity, including heart disease, stroke, diabetic retinopathy, kidney disease and amputation resulting in significant disability and premature mortality. Large inequality gaps relating to social deprivation have been demonstrated in diabetes outcomes, with increased preventable hospitalisations for diabetes complications noted in more deprived communities. Furthermore, the prevalence of T2D among ethnic minority groups is three to five times higher than the white European population. The estimated prevalence of diabetes in London (9.1%) is higher than the national average (8.7%), however data from the National Diabetes Audit in 2016/2017 demonstrated that only 41% of patients with T2D in London achieved all treatment targets recommended by the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE). Reducing inequality in diabetes care is a major concern in line with the NHS Long-Term Plan recommendation to target healthcare interventions according to population need and to focus on prevention.

The aim of this quality improvement (QI) programme was to improve measurable diabetes-clinical outcomes (eight care processes and three treatment targets) as defined by the National Diabetes Audit in a population where T2D care had previously proved challenging. We aimed to achieve a target of 75% for the eight care processes and 50% for the three treatment targets within 12 months. Each of these are described further in the Measurement Section.

BACKGROUND
General practice in the UK is seen as the cornerstone of the NHS with more than 90% of patient contacts being undertaken in general practice. A strong primary care-led system provides an ideal setting for the management of chronic diseases. However, there are many challenges to the primary care provision of high quality T2D care. These challenges include ineffective recalling
of patients for annual diabetes review, variation in knowledge of clinicians of the components of the annual diabetes review and inconsistent adherence to best practice management guidelines.\textsuperscript{10–12} A systematic review of randomised trials of QI programmes demonstrated that they can result in measurable improvement in the quality of diabetes care and patient outcomes, particularly those that intervened on the entire system of chronic disease management were associated with the largest effects.\textsuperscript{13}

The authors noted that QI strategies that aim to optimise the systems of care should (whenever feasible) be included in programmes to improve diabetes management, irrespective of glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c).\textsuperscript{13} In the UK, large scale QI programmes tend to focus on delivery within secondary care, while evidence for delivery within large scale primary care organisations is limited. However, in the USA\textsuperscript{14} and recently in Australia,\textsuperscript{15} large scale primary care QI programmes are evident through Patient-Centred Medical Homes. Given the UK government’s agenda towards working at scale in primary care, methods for better delivery of clinical achievement at practice-level must be translatable across multiple sites. A previous study of 5910 patients with diabetes across 13 general practitioner (GP) practices demonstrated improvements in the percentage of patients achieving HbA1c (5%), blood pressure (BP) (6%) and total cholesterol (4%).\textsuperscript{17} However, these improvements in T2D outcome were not sustained following completion of the project.\textsuperscript{17} Diabetes QI programmes also tend to focus on physicians, nurses, or pharmacists.\textsuperscript{17}

Given the challenge of delivering high quality care for patients with T2D, a QI scheme was launched in 2017, covering a large group of general practices working with a deprived registered population.

**MEASUREMENT**

**Setting**

The practice organisation consisted of 25 GP practices across London caring for a population of over 240,000 patients with 52% of those registered being from black and minority ethnic groups.\textsuperscript{20} Of the 9265 patients with a diagnosis of T2D 71% were from black and minority ethnic groups. Practices are distributed across socioeconomically and ethnically mixed populations, with some highly deprived communities. Staffing models for the practices include general practitioners, practice nurses, healthcare assistants, clinical pharmacists, a practice manager and administrative staff.

**Clinical outcomes measures**

We focussed on eight care process and three treatment targets which form part of the annual national diabetes audit for patients with T2D.\textsuperscript{8} These are outlined below:

**Care processes**

1. HbA1c measurement - blood test for measurement of glucose control
2. Serum creatinine measurement - blood test for measurement of kidney function
3. Cholesterol measurement - blood test for assessing cardiovascular risk
4. BP measurement - assessment of cardiovascular risk
5. Body mass index measurement - measurement of height and weight for assessment of cardiovascular risk
7. Urine albumin:creatinine ratio measurement - urine test for assessment of early kidney disease
8. Record of smoking status - confirmation of smoking status for assessing cardiovascular risk.

**Treatment targets**

1. HbA1c of less than 59 mmol/mol
2. BP of equal to or less than 140/80 mm Hg.
3. Total cholesterol of less than 5 mmol/L

Data for each of these measurements across all practices were extracted using a population health management tool, EZ Analytics. This tool was specifically developed for this QI programme, further details of this tool is outlined in subsequent sections. Data extraction started in March 2017, these were then updated monthly thereafter. Each year GP practices are legally required to supply this data for their practice to NHS Digital for the National Diabetes Audit.

**DESIGN**

A complex set of interventions were co-designed by a team of primary care clinicians and educationalists and managers. The combination of interventions were based on best practice, incorporating published evidence and professional consensus.\textsuperscript{21} These interventions were aimed at improving diabetes care through targeting variability in clinical achievement across practices; ensuring consistent knowledge, education and training; and maintaining staff engagement in diabetes care. A key driver diagram, outlining primary drivers and strategies for improved diabetes care is displayed in online supplemental file 1.

The QI programme had multiple components which were targeted at health informatics, the workforce, education and training, processes and sustainability. Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA) cycles shown in figure 1 were used to trial the components of the improvement intervention implemented to achieve the aims. Each component outlined below was delivered across 25 practices.

**Figure 1** Timeline of the project illustrating when baseline data were collected, implementation of Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA) cycles and different phases of the project; preparatory, intervention and sustain. CCG, Clinical Commissioning Group; QI, quality improvement.
Health Informatics: A population health management tool, EZ Analytics was developed in March 2017 which integrates complex data from any data source, into user friendly information. This platform was designed to identify areas which required optimisation in chronic disease areas. EZ Analytics enabled staff to view performance of patient outcomes at individual practice, regional and national levels. This tool was used to capture baseline data and ongoing progress throughout the QI programme. The use of data for benchmarking against recommended targets and performance of other clinicians has been noted as a motivating factor for driving QI strategies.\(^\text{22}\) Using data-driven approaches outside the research setting is often restricted by the practical constraints of achieving near real-time capture of structured clinical data. Furthermore, patient-level data available through electronic health records creates challenges given the volume, variety and speed at which the data is generated. The tool comprises over 600 clinical data sets. The stand-alone Diabetes Application was able to interrogate National Diabetes Audit (NDA) data alongside the real-time extraction of in-house performance data. Data process flow is demonstrated in figure 2. Data-driven approaches to QI have been demonstrated in areas such as cardiovascular care\(^\text{23}\) but have been limited in informing QI programmes in primary care.

Staff Engagement: Goal setting was initiated in April 2017 to ensure that staff members were aware of the need for improvement and to gather consensus on developing this. A series of initial workshops were also undertaken to develop ideas and explore ways of overcoming potential challenges. Pharmacists, administrative assistants and practice managers formed core members of the implementation team. Multidisciplinary staff engagement formed an integral component to this QI programme. Multidisciplinary engagement across the organisation also formed a key basis for the strategic direction of this QI programme.\(^\text{24-25}\)

**Educational programme for pharmacists**

Underpinning the QI initiative was a comprehensive educational programme for practice pharmacists. This bespoke programme for 25 clinical pharmacists was delivered at-scale by AT Learning. AT Learning is a modularised approach to training of pharmacists in general practice in line with the ambitions of the GP Five Year Forward View.\(^\text{16}\) The educational programme consisted of web-based teaching and clinical scenarios.

**Process understanding**

Standardised processes for diabetes checks were developed and disseminated to all practices. This multidisciplinary team-based QI training programme ensured all team members understood the processes and current guidance for diabetes care. This guidance was distributed via web-based learning sessions for administrative assistants, practice managers and clinicians, explaining processes and targets.

**STRATEGY**

Our SMART aim was to improve measurable diabetes patient outcomes as defined by the National Diabetes Audit including the eight care processes and three clinical targets. We undertook four PDSA test cycles in order to achieve this.

**PDSA cycle 1: health informatics**

EZ Analytics was developed to ensure that this QI Programme maintained a data-driven approach. To identify variation in service provision and patient outcomes at-scale, a data analytics tool, EZ Analytics\(^\text{26}\) was developed. EZ Analytics incorporates key performance data from all clinical systems including EMIS, SystmOne and Vision. EZ Analytics identifies areas of variation and parameters for benchmarking practices against local and national outcomes. In March 2017, all practices were given access to EZ Analytics via an online log-in. This enabled practices to view their performance sets with other practices locally, regionally and nationally. Updates of each practice’s performance were available monthly. The key strategies for ensuring staff used this tool were data democratisation and data socialisation.

Data democratisation—the process of making data accessible, formed a key component of this QI strategy. EZ Analytics is available online to all team members across the organisation which allows the data to be easily accessible, empowers team members to be data custodians and data analysts and to take collective responsibility for the data.

Data socialisation was integral to ensuring team members remained engaged and actively contributed to this QI programme. To ensure that data-driven insights were available to everyone in a self-service manner, each employee could readily access the data and data analytics tools enabling them to benchmark their own practices against local, region and national comparators.

**PDSA cycle 2: engagement**

Following development of the EZ Analytics, the team was able to use the data to establish the baseline clinical achievement for the NDA patient outcomes for each practice. This baseline data was used for organisation-wide goal setting. The main goals consisted of improving measurable clinical outcomes in diabetes care, achieving
a target of 75% for the eight care processes and 50% for the three treatment targets. Together, the lead GPs, pharmacists and practice managers jointly established and prioritised the challenges facing diabetes management across the organisation. This resulted in selection of QI interventions supported by a broad range of clinical and non-clinical healthcare professionals. Collaboration was integral to the development and implementation of this intervention. The objectives for this QI programme were clearly defined, prioritised by the organisation and distributed across all practices and conveyed to staff. These were then formally launched through introductory webinars, followed by goal setting events and workshops, then monthly team meetings.

Building on the engagement activities a series of initial workshops were also undertaken to develop ideas and explore ways of overcoming potential challenges. Pharmacists, administrative assistants and practice managers formed core members of the implementation team.

**PDSA cycle 3: educational programme for pharmacists**
Following the implementation of engagement strategies, it was noted that more training was required, particularly for the pharmacists who were undertaking the patient assessments. These web-based clinical tutorials were based on the NICE Diabetes guidelines. Additional practical supervision during diabetic checks and random case analysis with feedback were provided by the GP lead (TR) and pharmacist lead (YA). Performance was reviewed through annual Objective Structured Clinical Examination and multiple-choice questions which were devised by the lead GP (TR), an approved GP trainer. Continuing professional development certificates were provided for each activity.

**PDSA cycle 4: process**
PDSA cycle 4 focussed on ensuring that processes were place and working smoothly to achieve the eight diabetes care processes and three treatment targets. This was undertaken through the use of web-based QI learning at-scale. Sessions had up to 80 attendees at a time and for those unable to attend, web-based communication was recorded for viewing at a later time. There were three sessions over the 12-month period, each lasting 2 hours.

Monthly web-based catch up meetings were also implemented across all practices for pharmacists, administrative assistants and practice managers. These monthly webinars enabled everyone to understand how their role contributed to the QI programme, reflect on the clinical achievement of their practice compared with other practices and share learning from practices who were on target with their achievement.

During these sessions, each practice was appraised based on their latest performance, based on near real-time data provided from EZ Analytics (figure 3). This ensured that performance data played a key role in improving the diabetes outcomes. Each month the leading practice received recognition for their success.

**PDSA cycle 5: review and improvement of interventions**
In this cycle we focussed on reviewing all of the interventions within the previous cycles and made improvements where necessary. This period mainly encompassed motivating and encouraging staff through developing competition between practices to improve their targets. Practice managers facilitated regular recalls and reviews to be undertaken by the multidisciplinary staff consisting of healthcare assistants, nurses and pharmacists. The same materials were used across all practices ensuring a standardised approach was applied to all practices.

**PDSA cycle 6: sustainability and generalisability to other practices**
Following achievement of sustainability within AT Medics practices, this QI programme was extended across all 40 practices within Lambeth Clinical Commissioning Group in November 2018. Lambeth Clinical Commissioning Group has a total of 394055 registered patients, of which 17115 have a diagnosis of T2D. The main objective of this initiative was an overall improvement in the eight care processes and three treatment targets. The intervention included use of EZ Analytics as well as webinars targeted at administrative assistants, practice managers and pharmacists. Three newsletters were also distributed to each practice during the implementation period. After 4 months (March 2019), preliminary data for these practices were collected.

**Statistical analysis**
Analysis was performed on all outcomes using Stata V.16. Four time periods were constructed for each outcome variable: (1) 15 months - March 2016 and (2) 3 months prior to the QI intervention - March 2017 (baseline); (3) 9 months - March 2018 (end of intervention of intervention (period); and (4) 21 months after the QI intervention was implemented. Outcomes before and after were compared using two-tailed t-test. P value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Given the small amount of missing data (4.8%), we conducted a complete case analysis.

**Patient involvement**
In July 2019 patients with T2D were invited via text to provide their feedback regarding their experiences of T2D management by the practice. The patients completed a short online questionnaire regarding the care they received for T2D. In total 543 patients with T2D completed the short questionnaire.
RESULTS

Results of the QI intervention are shown in figures 4 and 5 in line with the annualised National Diabetes Audit results. Additionally, monthly data monitoring results are shown in online supplemental figure 1 and online supplemental figure 2. The online supplemental table 1 also shows the breakdown of improvement across each individual outcome measure. The box plots in figures 4 and 5 demonstrate that at baseline (2016/2017) there was wide variation between the highest and lowest performing practices achieving their eight care processes (figure 4) and three treatment targets (figure 5). In the baseline period the lowest achieving practice attained 8% achievement for their eight care processes and 29% for the three treatment targets, compared with the highest performing practice of 85% and 52%, respectively. Following the intervention, there was a significant improvement in achievement across all care processes and treatment targets. Reduction in variation between practices was also noted as a key improvement. The dashed red line denotes the agreed objective of 75% achievement for the eight care process and 50% achievement for the three treatment targets. Both these goals were met by 22 out of the 25 practices by 2018/2019.

With the implemented improvement interventions, there was significant improvement in all care process and all treatment targets for patients with diabetes. Achievement of all the eight care processes improved by 46.0% (p<0.001) while achievement of all three treatment targets improved by 13.5% (p<0.001). The improvements in achievement demonstrated following this QI intervention were not replicated nationally across practices in England over the study period. The yellow lines in figures 4 and 5 demonstrate the mean achievement for practices in England. The mean achievement for practices in England for the eight care process from March 2017 to March 2018 increased by only 11.1% (47.7% to 58.8%), however over the same period achievement of three treatment targets reduced by 1% (41.1% to 40.1%). In March 2019, achievement in the eight care processes for practices in England reduced by 4.5% while achievement in the three treatment targets reduced increased by only 1.6% (40.1% to 41.7%). The figures demonstrate that following the QI intervention practices within the organisation achieved greater improvement across all three treatment targets and eight care processes compared with the mean achievement seen in practices in England.

Online supplemental table 1 provides the per cent achievement for each care process and treatment target across 4 years. The greatest improvement noted in the eight care processes was in the measurement of urine albumin:creatinine ratio measurement (35.1%, p<0.001). Of the three treatment targets, BP control of less than or equal to 140/80 mm Hg had the largest improvement in achievement (10.8%, p<0.001). These improvements were also clinically significant and were also sustained in the year following the study period.

Results of the patient survey noted that 81% of patients felt involved in their diabetes care and 80% felt supported by their practice in terms of their diabetic care. Although, 39% agreed that the level of diabetic care from their practice improved in the previous year, 43% felt their care remained the same. Seventy-six per cent of patients felt that they were invited for diabetic review in a timely manner, while 71% agreed they were provided with relevant information to support their diabetes care. Overall, 71% would recommend this service to other patients with diabetes.

Application to other practices

Following roll-out of this QI programme to Lambeth Clinical Commissioning Group in November 2018, practices demonstrated an improvement in achievement of the eight care processes (62.5% to 77.1%) and the three treatment targets (40.0% to 44.6%).

LESSONS AND LIMITATIONS

This QI programme demonstrated significant improvement in T2D outcomes in primary care for the eight care processes and three treatment targets. These improvements were also greater compared with practices nationally. This programme also demonstrated greater achievement in BP (11%) and total cholesterol (6%) compared with a previous London based study (6% and 4%, respectively).17 Although both studies achieved similar improvements in HbA1c targets of approximately 5%, improvements in this QI programme was sustained following the end of the study period. Another QI study28 in London demonstrated an improvement of 40.3% in the uptake of eight care processes, however this was less than the improvement seen among our practices of 46%. Our QI intervention also demonstrated a greater improvement in the three treatment targets (13.5% vs 11.7). Additionally,
our QI intervention sought no additional funding and did not provide any financial incentive to practices.

The delivery of QI programmes requires review of existing research, effective leadership, engagement with staff. However, this QI programme also incorporated relevant education and training for clinical pharmacists and used a data-driven approach. Diversification of workforce was a key driver in the success of this programme which has not been demonstrated previously in large scale primary care QI programmes. QI programmes tend to rely heavily on clinicians. However, in this programme the role of administrative team who are often overlooked in primary care team was essential. Furthermore, unlike other diabetes QI programmes, GPs involvement was limited, enabling them to focus on other aspects of primary care delivery. Instead, pharmacists were integrated into the team, reviewing the data and clinically assessing patients. This is particularly important with the UK context, given the current UK drive to use clinical pharmacists more effectively in primary care.29

Using a standardised approach, the outcomes following the QI intervention have demonstrated they are generalisable and scalable when applied to other practices within London. After this programme was shown to be sustainable following the end of the study period in AT Medics practices, it was rolled out to practices within Lambeth (PDSA cycle 6) which demonstrated improvement in the care processes and treatment targets. The challenges faced in delivery good diabetes care included ineffective recalling, variable clinical knowledge regarding components of annual reviews, variation in completeness of care during annual reviews and inconsistent clinical management of BP, cholesterol and HbA1c. Using health informatics tools we were able to interrogate our practice data easily to better understand the variation between practices. The use of health informatics and electronic health records has been cited in the literature as a facilitator in the delivery of higher quality diabetes care in primary care.29 This use of data analytics and knowledge was shared widely across the organisation and ensured that all team members had easily accessible to data and fostered a culture of data custodians among the staff. The foundation of this QI programme is based on effective communication through accessible means such as webinars and newsletters, and continuous efficient dissemination of healthcare data across all team members. The availability of these tools is integral in enabling this QI programme to be applied to other patient groups and healthcare systems.

People with diabetes in deprived communities often do not attain the health assessments needed to prevent diabetes complications. They are less likely to have their blood pressure, blood glucose levels or weight checked. This QI programme aimed to ensure that strategies were put in place to recognise underachievement in practices, provide training and educational development of staff and maintain engagement of the team in a multidisciplinary approach. Given the resource challenges faced in primary care, this QI programme relied on the use of clinical pharmacists, a population health management tool and administrative staff. Therefore, this relieved the administrative burden from GPs, enabling them to focus on other clinical duties. Having the pharmacists work centrally allowed their expertise to be distributed across areas of greater clinical need. As there was no additional funding for the QI programme, developing a standardised approach was key to ensuring that QI programme could be applied to different settings. Many of the principles applied to this QI programme such as leadership, use of health informatics, education and training and staff engagement are transferable to other settings. However, we recognise there are also challenges in developing QI programmes such as time and the availability of in-house personnel with the requisite informatics and educational skills.

Observational studies can only provide associations without proven causality and require further study with a rigorous evaluation strategy. It is possible that factors external to our intervention contributed to the observed results; however, the lack of similar reductions nationally suggests that our intervention may be responsible for the observed improvements across our practices.

CONCLUSION
The QI programme provides an example of a data-driven large-scale multicomponent intervention delivered in primary care in ethnically diverse and socially deprived areas. Clinical pharmacists, administrative assistants and practice managers played a role in the implementation and delivery. Overall, this QI programme enabled a sense of ownership by the whole practice team. This programme has demonstrated sustainability in the improvement of the care of patients with diabetes. Further study and evaluation are warranted.
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